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CHAPTER ONE 

"DISSATISFACTION WITH METAPHYSICS" 

W. H. Auden, in his occasional poem on William Empson's 

retirement as Professor of English Literature at Sheffield 

University (1971), remarks that: 

All I could fault was your conceit that Milton's 
God, obtrusive prolix baroque Olympian, is our 
Christian one.^ 

Understated though it may be, this poetic statement illus

trates the opposite paths that these two poetic careers have 

taken: Auden's move from agnostic liberal to Christian con

servative as opposed to Empson's move from Protestant lib

eral to rational humanist. These moves from position to 

position are reflected in each man's poetry as a series of 

oppositions tending toward an ultimate personal reconcilia

tion. In Auden this reconciliation is natural, assured, 

and dignified; in Empson the resolution is fragile and 

tenuous, though forcefully presented, and seems more the 

resolution of a persona than of the poet himself. Empson's 

poetry seems more of a tinderbox, liable to burst into 

flames with each metaphor, but without this theological 

self-dispute, his poetry would lack the very spark that 

gave life to his literary predecessors, the Metaphysical 

Poets. 



The creativity of this poetically stated personal con

flict underlies most of Empson's criticism. From the gra

dations of ambiguity in Seven Types of Ambiguity, to the 

intense analysis of the inner religious conflicts of Milton 

and Coleridge, Empson is concerned with Art as a surfacing, 

controlled or uncontrolled, of tensions that have to be 

worked out, or "argufied." This surfacing provides a basis 

for identification with the reader, who can "appreciate the 
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poetry without sharing the disease." Housman's persecution 

mania and Swinburne's sadism are two such examples of Emp

son's idea of conflict being resolved or appeased by artistic 

expression. 

Colin Clarke turns Empson's idea against him, saying 

that Empson is erecting a dream world governed by the laws 

of his own conflict: "The idiom of Empson insists on its 

appropriateness." "Appropriateness" refers to the necessity 

of the reader to accept the often absurd logical bases upon 

which the ideas of each poem are built in order to be able 

to identify in any way with the conclusions reached. Clarke 

does everything but accuse Empson outrightly of solipsism, 

comparing him with D. H. Lawrence, who erected a whole meta-
3 

physics on the basis of his own psychic conflicts. 

Empson, however, erected no such metaphysics, nor did 

he propose any positive alternative to the Christian meta

physics he so heartily disagreed with. Auden resolved his 



religious conflicts by adopting an earthy and unmystical 

Protestant piety, perhaps most strongly stated in Horae 

Canonicae, one of his later works ("God bless the Realm, 

God bless the people; / God bless this green world temporal"). 

Robert Graves proposed a return to a Matriarchal society, 

governed by a feminine deity, the White Goddess, and made 

this proposal the basis for his later essays and poems. 

Empson, unlike Auden and Graves, chooses to confess his un

certainty in one of his later poems, "Let It Go": 

It is this deep blankness is the real thing strange 

The contradictions cover such a range 

You don't want madhouse and the whole thing there. 

Perhaps Empson feared that his religious conflicts 

would lead only to madness. Such a result is not unthink

able, in that the majority of Empson's statements about 

religion are either analytic or destructive. Whatever the 

basis for such fear or uncertainty, Empson stopped writing 

poetry after 1949, except for a translation in 1952 and short 

masque in 1955. His poetry, which held his most personal 

thoughts, and which showed him at his most vulnerable, gave 

way to his criticism, in which he can express his religious 

opinions through his most impersonal medium. His following 

book of criticism. The Structure of Complex Words, contains 

some reference, direct or indirect, to religion on just 

about every page. And in 1961, his Milton's God seethes 



with an almost uncontrollable fury, lacking critical dis

tance from his subject matter, and brings him onto a per

sonal level of communication with the reader which he had 

heretofore allowed only in his poetry. 

Poetry, for Empson, had some sort of therapeutic effect 

upon his inner conflicts. His early poetry, so convoluted 

with science, and so indicative of his fondness for compli

cated puzzles, may mislead the reader into thinking, with 

Hugh Kenner, of a Victorian natural scientist and philosopher 
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"patiently labouring at his absurd conceptions." That 

Empson has underlying anxieties about the Christianity loom

ing behind his science can be seen, more and more convinc

ingly, as one progresses chronologically through Empson's 

poetry. The later poetry, by its very intensity, shows the 

poet able to pacify, through a therapeutic theological self-

dispute, the conflicts that would otherwise intrude into his 

criticism. When the poetry ends, though, the therapy and 

forum for theological dispute is gone, and the still unre

solved conflicts destroy the dam holding them back and flood 

into Empson's criticism, resulting in the turbulent Milton's 

God which, according to Christopher Norris, "incorporates an 

outspoken hatred of Christianity which largely governs and 

sometimes appears to distort his reading of the poetry." 

Critics reacted angrily to the book, though some had 

already been alienated by Empson's previous critical opus. 



The Structure of Complex Words, calm and impersonal in com

parison. In fact, referring to the 1951 work, one critic 

decried the "horrifying vistas of stupidity, arrogance, and 

malice" brought about by Empson's "ruthless rationalism." 

To such a critic, Milton's God probably represented "ruthless 

irrationalism." 

Certainly Empson's criticism took a radical turn; but 

this turn could have been foreseen in the poetry long before 

the last poem was written. Beginning with "The Ants" and 

increasing in intensity with each successive poem, until 

Empson left England to teach first in Japan and later in 

China, the religious intolerance found in Empson's poetry 

boils over after 1953 when the poet has returned to England 

to stay, amidst what he saw as religious oppression. 

II 

Organized religion can usually be found as the "first 

cause" in all of Empson's religious conflicts. To one as 

sympathetic with seventeenth century rationalist metaphysics 

and its belief in the accessibility of eternal reality to 

human reason as Empson was, any religion containing leaps 

of faith, particularly if charged with a heightened emotion, 

should hold little interest. Christianity as pure doctrine 

was not the major cause of his discontent. What tended to 

rub him the wrong way was the institution and its adherents 

who pressured others to accept such beliefs without allowing 



them the right to arrive at their own convictions. Without 

the Church and its social pressures, Christianity would draw 

little more from Empson than a sarcastic quip; with the 

Church and its pressures, though, Christianity thoroughly 

captured his attention, and his subsequent investigations 

into the dogma and its effects upon the artistic mind became 

an obsession. 

Empson was particularly disturbed by two ideas found in 

the Christian dogma. The doctrine of Original Sin, with the 

eternal punishment of all Mankind as the consequence of what 
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Empson referred to as a "trivial misdeed," horrified him. 

His comment on T. S. Eliot in Milton's God describes one of 

the unpleasant effects of such a doctrine: 

So long as you gave Mr. Eliot pictures of 
someone being tortured his nerves were at peace, 
but if you gave him an image of two people 
making each other happy he screamed, (p. 30) 

The second idea, and the one that predominates in 

Empson's criticism of Christianity, is that of a benevolent 

God who sacrifices his only son to atone for the sins of man

kind. Having already rejected the doctrine of Original Sin, 

Empson saw this sacrifice as nothing less than baseless 

cruelty, a further propitiation of evil by an inherently evil 

God. This idea of evil as a major operating force can be 

most clearly seen in Empson's translation of "The Fire Ser

mon," which asserts that all existence is inherently evil: 



Everything, Bhikkus, is on fire. What everything, 
Bhikkus, is on fire? The eye is on fire, the 
visible is on fire, the knowledge of the visible 
is on fire, the contact with the visible is on 
fire, the feeling which arises from the contact 
with the visible is on fire, be it pleasure, be 
it pain, be it neither pleasure nor pain. By what 
fire is it kindled? By the fire of lust, by the 
fire of hate, by the fire of delusion it is 
kindled, by birth age death pain lamentation g 
sorrow grief despair it is kindled, thus I say. 

Jesus is seen by Empson as a victim of this evil, not 

as a conspirator in its extenuation. Our "memory of the 

revengeful power of Jehovah gives resonance to the voice of 

the merciful power of Jesus," Empson states in Seven Types 
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of Ambiguity. Jesus drew a moderate amount of sympathy 

from Empson, though not without a like amount of pity. A 

few pages later, in the same book, Empson states that 

Christ is "loved because hated; freeing from torture be

cause tortured" (p. 233). Such a reverence can only be 

perverse, and have the most unpleasant consequences for 

any humanistic society, one of its victims being Milton 

who, Empson concludes in Milton's God, was satisfied, like 

God the Father, by the sacrificial cravings of religion. 

Empson also maintained that words had become slaves to 

the values of Christian society: "all" in Paradise Lost 

always has a religious connotation; and "honest" and "dog" 

in Timon of Athens are likewise linked to Christian ethics, 

the latter referring to Man after the Fall. Empson notes 

that "dog" is now free from this association, because 
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when you call a man a dog with obscure praise, 
or treat a dog as half-human, you do not much 
believe in the Fall of Man, you assume a ratio
nalist view of man as the most triumphant of 
the animals.10 

Empson's Structure of Complex Words, according to Christopher 

Norris, is "a commentary on the whole enlightened effort of 

humanist reinterpretation, given its cultural and semantic 

starting point, the disappearance of God" (p. 74) . 

These objections to Christian values, lifted from the 

dogma and applied to the words and behavior of men, are as 

strongly stated in the poetry as in the prose. The procedure 

in the poetry is largely metaphysical in its use of conceits 

(often elaborately overdrawn), following the example set by 

John Donne, whom Empson studied rigorously (Empson includes 

discussions of Donne's poems in his first three books of 

criticism) . Donne wrote poetry in which, as John Crowe 

Ransom believed, the poet was playful but the theologian was 

in deadly earnest (Norris, p. 5). Both Donne's and Empson's 

poetry conflicted with Ransom's belief that poetry should 

avoid discussing moral and religious arguments. For Empson, 

such moral and religious arguments drive much of his poetry, 

and give it much of its power. 



CHAPTER TWO 

IXION RIDES UPON THE WHEEL 

William Empson was born into the landed gentry in 

Yorkshire on the 27th of September, 1906, at Yokefleet Hall, 

in a town so small that there was no church. His father had 

written poetry, and his great-grandfather, the Rev. John 

Empson, "had a redoubtable local reputation as a writer of 

a satirical verse." William's years of growing up were 

relatively lonely, as the village of Yokefleet was both tiny 

and remote, though he had a sister and three brothers. Only 

two were at home: his sister was four years older and his 

brother eight, hardly satisfying company. 

Empson entered Winchester College in 1920, where he 

learned to "think the traditional God of Christianity very 

wicked" (Milton's God, p. 10). In 1922 he participated in 

a debate where he argued for a substitute for corporal pun

ishment. 

Though he was brought up as a Protestant, his prodigious 

intellect sensed the absurdity of many of the theological 

paradoxes, particularly that of the Creed of St. Athanasius, 

which "amounts to saying that the Father and the Son both 

are and are not identical, and that you will go to Hell 

unless you believe both" (Milton's God, p. 246). His thirst 
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for arguing the logic of theories was throttled when it 

came to making points against Christianity, even in the 

course of discussing something else. He was told that such 

objections were "painful to many good persons and also un

necessary because the moral objections to the religion were 

well enough known" (Milton's God, p. 229) . 

Empson, as a result, came to mistrust official creeds. 

Entering Cambridge in 1925, he quickly found a congenial 

atmosphere, with such scientists as Ernest Rutherford as 

Director of the Cavendish Laboratory and Sir Arthur Eddington 

as Professor of Astronomy dominating the intellectual scene. 

Literature, however, also shared the limelight, being united 

with science in I. A. Richards' Science and Poetry, pub

lished in 1926. Richards' previous book. Principles of 

Literary Criticism (1924), discusses literature with a 

scientific rigor and psychological insight. 

In 1926, Empson, who had previously majored in mathe

matics, seems to have switched to English and literary activ

ity. He became a member of the Cambridge "Heretics" and 

began contributing to Experiment and New Venture, starting 

with book reviews and working up to poetry and criticism. 

His third published article dealt with George Herbert's "The 

Sacrifice," especially the division in the author's mind 

between reaction against the cruelty of the crucifixion and 

acceptance of Christ's death as a "sweet sacrifice," 
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combining the "supreme act of sin" with "the supreme act of 

virtue" (Seven Types of Ambiguity, p. 226). 

Empson wrote a play in February of 1927, Three Stories, 

which combines scientific and ethical concerns. In 1928 

the Cambridge magazine Granta sent a man to interview 

Empson concerning the play: 

The poet was alone when we entered: lying in a 
welter of banana skins, mathematical instruments, . 
and abandoned pieces of paper, singing as he 
worked, and automatically writing with his left 
hand. (Gardner and Gardner, p. 18) 

The play, lost to us now, was soon to be overshadowed 

by the poems. Richard Eberhart explains the impact this 

poetry had upon the intellectual community at Cambridge: 

In Cambridge everybody talked about Empson's 
poetry. His poems challenged the mind, seemed 
to defy the understanding; they amused and they 
enchanted; and even then they afforded a kind 
of parlor game, whiling away lively hours of 
puzzlement at many a dinner party. The shock 
and impact of this new kind of poetry were so 
considerable that people at that time had no 
way to measure its contemporary or its timeless 
value. They were amazed by it. Eliot was al
ready enthroned. The "Oxford Group" had not 
yet got fully under way. And Cambridge was 
buzzing with activity.^^ 

Empson was in the thick of the activity, but aloof, an 

"epitome of Cambridge attitudes . . . in a kind of scien

tific maze of his own words. Let the world come to his 

poetry when it would" (Eberhart, pp. 201-202). His reserve 

was in fact the major reason why his first book of poems was 

not published until 1935, seven years later. 
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His early poems met with some objections from the 

Cambridge community. One was that the poems were too in

tellectual, "too rarified for hiaman nature's daily food" 

(Eberhart, p. 202). There wasn't adequate simplicity, nor 

enough of the passions and the senses. Other objections 

were that the poems did not cohere, or contained too much 

wit to be fit for greatness. Still others, ironically, as 

we shall see, maintained that Empson's work lacked what had 

made such poems as Eliot's "Ash Wednesday" so popular: a 

religious consciousness. 

Empson, from his experience in early years, seems to 

have connected religion with the idea of force; his plunge 

into the world of science may have been partly an effort to 

escape from this religion. His poetry seems to show the 

futility of such an effort, though, for religion will be a 

continually recurring focus of attention. 

II 

Empson's earliest published poem, "Poem about a Ball 

in the Nineteenth Century," appeared anonymously in Magdalene 

College Magazine (June 1927). An obvious Gertrude Stein 

imitation, this rhythmic fantasy combines fragments of con

versation with snippets of interior monologue: 

Peacock around, rounded, to turn the wearer, turn
ing in air, peacock and I declare, to wear for 
dancing, to be among, to have become preferred. 

(Collected Poems, p. 10) 
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"There is a case for hating this sort of poetry and calling 

it meaningless," Empson writes in his "Notes" (page 95), 

and he concludes his semi-apology with a promise that "no 

other poem in the book disregards meaning in the sense that 

this one does." Careful reading will disclose, however, 

that there is an odd but pervasive moral tone, character

istic of all of Empson's later poetry, and borne out in the 

theme, mentioned by the poet in the "Notes" (p. 96) , of 

the "clash between pride in the clothes etc. and moral con

tempt for it." This clash is not viewed objectively, though; 

the last line of the poem ("Only a feathered peacock on the 

stair") finds Empson on the side expressing moral contempt, 

though this contempt is expressed in a light-hearted, play

ful exercise of words. Even in his first poem, Empson is 

beginning to show the rudiments of moral argument. 

"The Ants," published in the Cambridge Review (April, 

1928) , is the first poem in Collected Poems, though it is 

third chronologically, and provides a better starting point 

than "Poem About a Ball" for tracing the development of 

Empson's "moral contempt." This sonnet at first glance 

seems to be about the subterranean lives of a city's office 

workers ("We carry our tube's narrow darkness . . . with 

old men running and trains whining through:). Christopher 

Ricks, however, sees "The Ants" as a love poem addressed to 

a mother figure ("We ants may tap your aphids for your dew. / 
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13 You may not wish their sucking or our care"), and the 

Gardners go one step further and declare that the "You" of 

the poem is God, and that the poem must be read as "a sort 

of tailpiece to Paradise Lost, as a comment on the fallen 

human condition" (p. 41). The ambiguity of the poem can 

be deceptive, for the "You" in the poem cannot be seen as' 

both God and Mother-figure, unless the two alternatives are 

fused into one: the Earth Mother, the Woman-as-Goddess. 

The Gardners do recognize the deception, but fuse the two 

alternatives into Eve ("How small a chink lets in how dire a 

foe. / What though the garden in one glance appears?") as a 

solace-providing woman in a fallen world her original error 

created. 

What seems to have more importance to the poem than 

the identification of the "You" is the identification of 

the "We." If "We" are ants, and have been made into insects 

because of ANY error, might not this ant-persona be no more 

than self-diminution due to a religious self-deception? The 

tone of the poem is not exactly serious, as Man's diminution 

to the size of ants appears, ultimately, as a bit of comic 

mockery. That bit of comic mockery, however, veils a hearty 

contempt for Man tunneling through his "narrow darkness." 

The "aphids" are much more ambiguous than the "ants," 

and may be seen as all women representing Eve, comforting 

their male counterparts as a means of restitution for the 
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Original Sin. If, however, the "tube's narrow darkness" is 

seen as religious ignorance, and Man is seen as an ant tun

neling through his ignorance to the upper air, or Enlighten

ment, then the aphids may represent priests, or representa

tives of the God-Goddess-Eve figure who exude the "dew" of 

prophecy or religious teaching to satisfy the ants in their 

darkness. When, in the last line of the poem, Empson calls 

these aphids "parasites," this connection becomes clearer. 

Despite the ambiguities of the "You" and the "aphids," 

the pitiable plight of Man the Ant is clear, and the dis

taste of the poet for Man the Ant is also clear. Still, the 

poem operates entirely in the realm of metaphor, or even 

fable; the poet hasn't emerged from his conceits to openly 

address what is bothering him, but there are adequate symp

toms for the diagnosis: Man has clearly cast himself into 

this role of submission, and he seems to be enjoying it. 

Empson's poetry at the time, as "The Ants" suggests, 

while utilizing the kinds of wit and scientific conceits 

characteristic of the Metaphysical Poets, was nevertheless 

pregnant with reaction against authoritarian religion. 

"Rolling the Lawn," published in 1928 in the Cambridge Review 

(May), describes the results of a populace rolled "flatter 

and flatter" with the "Holy Roller" of Christian dogma. 

Nothing in the poem suggests any violent distemper on the 

part of the poet, although the quotation from Milton's Belial 
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in Paradise Lost ("Our final hope is flat despair") serves 

as a foreshadowing of the bitter polemic that will result 

in Milton's God. The dominant image is that of an English 

lawn being rolled flat into respectability, suggested to 

Empson by an advertisement urging consumers to "roll the 

abdominal wall and thus improve our health." The image of 

the lawn suggests a large populace, each individual being a 

separate blade of grass, that is kept low and homogenous by 

the careful attentions of the Church as lawn specialist. 

Not only are some of the metaphors humorously contrived, but 

the profusion of puns gives the poem more the appearance of 

a game than of any representation of personal conflict. 

"You can't beat English lawns" states the poet, playing off 

the word "beat," and following with an even worse pun "Our 

final hope is flat despair." The term "Holy Roller" is 

wittily and irreverently linked with "the Texas Pope," giving 

the air of travesty to all theological references. 

Empson seems to assume the persona of the priest, per

forming the office (which is also punned) of running "Hither 

and thither on my toes with care" to roll the masses of grass 

into a level subjection. The language at this point is 

ludicrous and high-flown, and will remain so until the end 

of the first stanza. "Long, in prayer," the priest must 

"grub for daisies at whose roots I grope." "Grub" indicates 

the tedium of the operation, and "grope" suggests that this 
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priest will be unable to reach the roots of the blades of 

grass, or the souls of his congregation. The "gr" and "p" 

sound repetitions give an alliterative and consonant spice 

that only heightens the sense of the ridiculous and the 

superficial. This superficiality fits with the idea that 

the priest, at best, cares only for the surface aspects of 

his job and therefore can never penetrate to the psychic con

flict level of the individual in order to help him. Of 

course, expecting to probe successfully beneath the surface 

of the flatly oppressed seems to be rather hopeless, espe

cially in this context. The challenging tone of the first 

line, though, indicates that Empson would rather see the 
> 

priest attempting to fulfill his role as counselor, giving 

some form of psychological comfort, than admitting the 

futility of the attempt. 

In the second stanza, however, tone and diction change 

from joking to serious. Beginning with another imperative 

("Roll not the abdominal wall"), the priest persona, or 

perhaps the poet, warns against trying to roll each individ

ual, because doing so will enable the individual, through 

being vertically rolled, to improve in health and remain on 

his feet, thus defying the horizontal rolling force. The 

vertical ("the walls of Troy / Lead, since a plumb-line 

ordered, could destroy") seems to be taboo, uneven, more 

resistant, than the horizontal which is even and offers no 
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resistance at all. The reference to Troy seems to indicate 

that vertical structures take far more effort to penetrate 

than horizontal plains. Also, this allusion could refer to 

the structure of the religion itself: the more room there 

is for individual opinion, the more room there is for de

structive dissent. With a lawn, however, there won't be 

room for a mole to build a mound without causing it to stick 

up glaringly. In this religious system the individual has 

no place, for he soon will be detected and rolled flat by the 

maintenance man, the Church. Empson ends the poem with the 

ironic urging to "roll yourself; and bear your roller, 

soul, / As martyrs gridirons," so that when God calls the 

roll (note the pun) on the Day of Judgement, the preferred 

will be those who have rolled themselves the flattest, into 

the most profound conformity. "Gridirons" sets up the image 

of the martyrs bearing their gridirons instead of crosses at 

the end of the world. Even the process of flattening has a 

ring of martyrdom to it, so the gridirons only add to the 

already apparent suffering. 

This poem, then, shows Empson preoccupied with the idea 

of authority and sacrifice, and how both can be related to 

sadism and masochism as being "diseases" rather than cures 

for any disease. The Christian idea of joyful suffering will 

come under a more bitter scrutiny in the later poems; here, 

however, the poet is more intent upon his puns and witty turns 
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of phrase than he is upon actually dissecting any particular 

theology, though he seems, judging by the humor in the first 

stanza, to momentarily enjoy playing the role of priest. 

Published with "Rolling the Lawn" in the same May 4th 

issue was a companion piece, "Une Brioche Pour Cerbere," 

which was later omitted from the Collected Poems. The first 

stanza is immediately reminiscent of the humor and style of 

the former poem: 

Tom nods. No senior angels see or grapple. 
Tom enters Eden, nodding, the back way. 
Borrows from Adam, and then eats, the Apple. 
"Thank you so much for a delightful stay." 

The idea in this poem is reflected in the title (it means 

"A Sweet Roll For Cerberus"). Aeneas was conducted through 

the lower world by a Sibyl who put the three-headed dog 

Cerberus to sleep by throwing him a cake seasoned with pop

pies and honey. The phrase "give a sop to Cerberus" that is 

derived from the Aeneid refers to the bribing of a trouble

some person to keep him quiet; Empson's poem shows Eden as 

a land of bribable dupes, guarded by angels that are as 

easily pacified as the three-headed dog. 

The humorous way the situation in "Une Brioche Pour 

Cerbere" is depicted makes the terrors awaiting the wayward 

soul seem not only ridiculous but also illusory. "Nodding" 

Tom, who seems to be merely passing by, stumbles into Eden, 

and commits the Original Sin with not the slightest sense of 

guilt. The repetition of the word "nod" indicates not only 
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laziness and carelessness on Tom's part, but on the part of 

Christian Eden also. In fact, Eden seems to be no more 

than the Land of Nod, or the Land of Dreams. Furthermore, 

if one remembers that Cain journeyed to the Land of Nod 

after slaying Abel, then one can see Eden admitting even 

murderers unwittingly. Christian dogma is treated more like 

Christian Fairy Tale in this poem; Empson's attitude seems 

to be that if a Paradise exists at all, there should be 

more security within so the whole idea doesn't become a 

joke. 

Empson in these early poems is reacting to organized 

religion in general, not to any specific component of it. 

It is apparent that he is concerned with individual freedom 

and individual happiness, an ideology that bears a strong 

resemblance to the philosophy of Jeremy Bentham, the utili

tarian, whose watchword was "the greatest good for the great

est number." Bentham was also concerned with the values of 

pleasure and pain in moral motivation, something which both 

Empson's poetry and criticism were beginning to explore. 

In fact, Empson himself admitted later, in Milton's God, 

that he was "still inclined to the theory of Bentham" that 

was so popular during his Cambridge days (p. 259). As early 

as 192 8 Empson was losing Christianity and gaining utilitar

ianism and rational humanism. 
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III 

As 1819 was John Keats' "annus mirabilis," so for Empson 

was 1928, when twenty of his poems saw publication, more than 

in any other year. From "To an Old Lady," which appeared on 

April 20, to "Flighting For Duck," published in December, 

Empson saw some of his most important poems, including "In

vitation to Juno," "Legal Fiction" (his most popular), and 

"Dissatisfaction With Metaphysics," appear in the Cambridge 

Review, Experiment, and Magdalene College Magazine. These 

poems dealt with such diverse subject matter as Milton, 

Donne, entomology, biology, and astronomy, and contained 

technical words such as "eringo," "appanage," "hydroptic," 

and "asynchronous." In a Cambridgean atmosphere marked by 

the rediscovery of the Metaphysical Poets, and the expansion 

and innovation of post-Einsteinian physics and astronomy, 

Empson's intensely intellectual puzzles seemed surprisingly 

appropriate. He continued to contribute humorous prose 

pieces (to Granta) that mocked Swinburne, Edward Fitzgerald, 

and even the military. His mocking of religion, though, was 

reserved for his poetry, which seemed to grow more serious 

and outspoken than before. 

Empson's first villanelle was published in the Cambridge 

Review on October 26. His fondness for this particular form 

would result in even better pieces later, especially "Miss

ing Dates" in 19 37, but his first showed a surprisingly 
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powerful bitterness that had not surfaced in his poetry 

before. Titled simply "Villanelle," this poem is concerned 

with a relationship that has recently ended; the woman still 

has a powerful hold over him, powerful enough to be an en

chantment, painful though such an enchantment may be. The 

beauty of her enchantment, once refreshing and even medi

cinal, is now more like a poison that is the source of in

fection and pain. This relationship has much in common with 

the tribulations of faith experienced by a religious man 

who will not relinquish his belief in the goodness of God 

despite repeated bouts of suffering and anguish. 

The first line ("It is the pain, it is the pain, en

dures") is filled with sadness, possibly bitterness, at the 

idea that all that remains of a former relationship is pain. 

The next two lines put this pain in context and give the 

reader a rather vivid picture: 

Your chemic beauty burned my muscles through. 
Poise of my hands reminded me of yours. 

The word "poise" is the most important, as well as the most 

ambiguous, key to discovering exactly the extent of this 

torturous pain. The Gardners, oddly enough, brush the word 

aside: 

Your hands? Your poise? The poise (pose, posi
tion) of your hands? It does not greatly matter, 
and the vagueness adds an appropriate air of 
intimacy to what is, after all, a love poem ad
dressed to an audience of one. (p. 91) 
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This "poise," however, matters all too greatly to the ulti

mate identification of this "audience of one." 

The poet has had his muscles burned through by this 

beauty which would probably leave lasting marks; the word 

"through" suggests that these marks are holes. The subse

quent reference to "hands" gives the impression that the 

holes may be located in the hands, or in the area around the 

hands, which in turn suggests the stigmata of saints, mar

tyrs, or half-crazed mystics trying to emulate the suffer

ings of Christ to win approval from God. The "poise" of the 

hands is clarified a bit more at this stage as a position of 

crucifixion, and the outstretched arms with the wrists and 

hands nailed to the cross ironically mirror the outstretched 

arms and hands of religious leaders or celebrants of the 

Mass. "Reminded me of yours" is now partially explained, 

though by now the "you" in the poem begins not to resemble 

a woman at all. 

The second terza rima concerns the possibility, or 

impossibility, of healing the wounds left by the relation

ship: 

What later purge from this deep toxin cures? 
What kindness now could the old salve renew? 
It is the pain, it is the pain, endures. 

"Deep toxin" indicates that "chemic beauty" seems to have 

infected and poisoned more than just the extremities: it 

has crept through the entire body, like a cancer. The 
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sufferer is not actually being crucified; there are no real 

nails being driven through his wrists; yet, like the reli

gious devotee anxious to emulate his gods, his devotion in 

its self-destructiveness has eaten like a chemical acid deep 

into his being. "Later purge" indicates that the sufferer 

has gone through such a process before: once he "purged" 

himself to achieve purity; now he wants to purge himself to 

relieve the pain the old purge, or the "old salve," unwit

tingly produced. Furthermore, the "purge" is an outmoded, 

dangerous remedy, and the description of it as an "old salve" 

only antiquates it further. 

The fourth stanza reveals a sense of deception, both of 

the poet by his "audience of one," and of himself by himself: 

How safe I felt, whom memory assures. 
Rich that your grace safely by heart I knew. 

It is the pain, it is the pain, endures. 

The word "safe" and "safely" dominate this feeling of dis

illusionment: the poet was led to believe that his union 

with the "you" of the poem would bring a feeling of security. 

If the "you" is a woman, then this feeling of safety either 

transforms her into a mother-figure and him into a child, or 

it transforms the relationship into a mawkish collection of 

vague sentimentalities. If the "you," on the other hand, is 

not a woman but God, then this feeling of security becomes 

more desperate, even more paranoiac: the sufferer has 

sought God as a refuge from the Devil, from Evil. "Whom 
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memory assures" and "safely by heart I knew" indicate that 

his "security" may have consisted of no more than remembered 

catechisms and prayers. The "grace" of this same line gains 

a great wealth of meaning when the "you" of the poem is re

vealed as God; and this "grace" assumes an irony that per

verts its meaning to what resembles treachery. 

The fifth stanza refers to the "beauty that still 

allures," and we suddenly realize that perhaps the disillu

sionment is not complete, that perhaps the sufferer still 

believes in spite of his wounds. That phrase is followed 

by a restatement that "My heart pumps yet the poison draught 

of you." The pain is still there and as toxic as ever, but 

the sufferer inexplicably still clings to his belief. 

The final stanza's first two lines strengthen the idea 

that the poet can't let go, can't renounce his passion: 

You are still kind whom the same shape immures. 
Kind and beyond adieu. We miss our cue. 

Here the "you" resembles Christ as well as God, and "immures" 

reveals many meanings. Christ can be kind and yet his Father 

"of the same shape" entombs him; or God is kind, yet he en

tombs his Son. This entombing, or imprisoning, has worked 

not only on Christ but is working on the poet at this minute. 

"Beyond adieu" is a pun (especially upon the French "to God"), 

indicating not only that the sufferer in his weakness cannot 

relinquish his beliefs, but that even if he did, such a good

bye would not be a face-to-face confrontation. Something is 
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psychologically askew in this last stanza: after suffering 

burns, purges, infections, and poison draughts, the poet is 

ready to call his tormentor "kind," ready to endure even 

more pain. When we recall the patterns of religious writ

ings, though, penned by John Donne, Jonathan Edwards, even 

Billy Graham, we realize that there has always been some

thing sanctimonious in suffering, something enlightening in 

pain. The believer is being tested, or he is being justly 

rewarded for the Original Sin of his ancestors; in either 

case, the believer yearns for more tests or, like the "sav

age" in Huxley's Brave New World, flogs himself to render 

numb the pleasurable sensations that he inherited as punish

ment from Adam and Eve. 

Empson's villanelles have been parodied at times, from 

Dylan Thomas' "Request to Leda" to L. E. Sissmann's "Just a 

Whack at Empson," and Empson has often been associated with 

the use of the form in modern poetry. It is ironic, then, 

when we consider that "Villanelle" may have been written as 

a parody of one of Empson's favorite subjects of study: 

George Herbert. 

Seven Types of Ambiguity, published in 1930, discusses 

several of Herbert's poems, including "The Temple," "The 

Pilgrimage," and "The Sacrifice." Empson's discussion of 

one poem in particular, though, "Affliction," seems to shed 

some light upon "Villanelle." Referring to one of the lines 
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from "Affliction" ("Yet though thou troublest me, I must be 

meek"), Empson speculates that 

'meek' may mean that he must endure what God puts 
upon him; in the second (line of the poem), 'stout' 
may mean that he must endure it bravely. Thus the 
third line, which shows that both these words car
ried some hint of revolt, is a surprise; we arrive 
in some doubt at the final couplet, (p. 183) 

Just as the Herbert poem ends with praise for the tormentor, 

so "Villanelle" ends with a sort of renewed affection for 

the torturing beauty of the religious life. This ambivalence 

suggests that Empson the rational humanist has not been able 

to completely relinquish the hold Christianity has had upon 

him, though the struggle as portrayed here makes the torture 

seem more like murder. Just as a man-woman relationship 

should be without torment, so should the man-God relationship 

be without torment; at least the poem shows Empson wanting 

to think so. 

If "Villanelle" exhibited the masochistic tendencies of 

Christianity, another Empson poem, "Part of Mandevil's 

Travels," published a month later in Experiment No. 1, re

veals a harsher, even sadistic, side of Christianity and 

Christian nature; and while "Villanelle" seems merely to 

hint, however strongly, that Christianity is its target, 

"Part of Mandevil's Travels" squarely faces the Christian 

ideas of Paradise and the Fallen World, and attempts to show 

that they are indeed very similar. In 1928 the Everyman 

edition of Mandeville's Travels was piiblished; in its 87th 
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chapter, the legendary kingdom of Prester John is "presented 

with ponderous archaic dignity in the odd-numbered qua

trains" (Gardner and Gardner, p. 75). This mythical kind-

dom was believed to exist during the 12th century somewhere 

in the Asia/India region; Sir John Mandeville claimed in his 

book of travels (published ca. 1371) to have visited this 

area. 

Also in 1928 King Amanullah of Afghanistan, a "reforming 

and westernizing monarch," visited England and 

visited a small-arms factory, a coal mine, a steel
works and the Liverpool docks, enjoyed an air dis
play at Hendon which involved aerial bombing and, 
while travelling by submarine from Portsmouth to 
Southampton, personally fir[ed] two torpedoes. 

(Gardner and Gardner, p. 75) 

His alleged statement at the time that he "felt half an 

Englishman already" is used as the epigraph to Empson's poem, 

the epigraph gaining in irony as the reader progresses 

through the poem. King Amanullah, called "King Alleluiah" 

in line 6, is depicted as a successor to Prester John, "bent 

to improve" the "Paradise Terrestre," which, as we shall see, 

is closer in appearance to a Waste Land, and which seems to 

be destined to further waste. 

The poem begins with description, and the first stanza 

describes the river that runs through Prester John's kingdom: 

Mandevil's river of dry jewels grows 
Day-cycled, deathly, and iron-fruited trees; 
From Paradise it runs to Pantarose 
And with great waves into the gravely seas. 

This river seems to be anything but nourishing and life-
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supporting; the images of dryness and hardness are truer to 

death than to life. The harshness here seems immediately 

to conflict with the surrounding terrain of Paradise and 

Pantarose (literally "all rosy") and with the terminus 

point, described as "the gravely seas," "gravely" suggesting 

both the dryness of gravel and the graves of death. 

The second stanza adds corresponding images of cold, 

suggesting that this kingdom is located upon a mountain so 

high that it must be in the Himalayas, and that King 

Amanullah "clings to the cold slates of the Roof of the 

World." Milton is mentioned in this stanza, the first time 

his name has appeared in an Empson poem to date (though he 

is alluded to in two earlier poems, "Rolling the Lawn" and 

"The World's End," and mentioned in the "Notes" to these 

poems), and he is shown as not only supporting the notion 

that Paradise is located atop a snowy mountain, but "boast

ing" that it is even higher, and, according to the logic of 

the poem, inevitably colder. The "slates," indicating both 

coldness and hardness, also has a twin reference to both 

Moses' slates of the Ten Commandments and the headstones of 

graves. Empson here is eyeing, with some irony, the pref

erence of man for the uncomfortable and the insensitive. 

The third and fourth stanzas introduce erosion and 

waste as further attributes of this Paradise: the trees, 

resembling "spears" and "dock-side cranes" rather than any

thing natural, are rooted in "waste sand," and are inevitably 
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engulfed by it, as the sand has deeper "roots" than the 

trees. "Spears" brings to mind war, especially primitive 

war, and lends the notion of barbarism to the already dry, 

cold, hard, barren, eroding waste land. The last line of 

the fourth stanza holds out little hope for the future of 

this barbarism: "Our desolation is harsher steel." The 

end, like the beginning, differs only in degree of tech

nology. 

This "Paradise Terrestre" is also subject to many 

catastrophes, notably landslides and floods, which are 

described in the fifth stanza. Even during times of natu

ral disaster, though, this land is not blessed with water; 

in fact, the poem suggests that this land, a veritable 

desert, has never had any water, for all images of water 

are either dry or gravelly. There is no renewal here, as 

in Eliot's Waste Land—only the thirst for renewal. 

The hint of Christian sadism is found in the last two 

stanzas. Previous stanzas, declaring that what the Chris

tian considers Paradise is more agonizing than comforting, 

dwell upon the masochistic side of Christian ideals; now, 

however, the Christian is shown as doing unto others as he 

would have done to himself. In the seventh stanza, the idea 

that the Christians are fishers of men is played upon: 

Fish of another fashion the dry sea 
Ride: can blast through eddies, and sail on: 
Can rend the hunters whose nets drag the scree: 
Are full good savour: are for Prester John. 
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The meek who inherit their earth of sand and boulders are 

not really meek at all: "Blast through eddies" suggests 

that the only way the true Christian resolves contradictions 

or wins arguments is by violence. The Christian "fish" sym

bol here represents the rebellious perversion of nature, 

with the hunter hunted and the prey predatory; "Rend" makes 

the Christians not only hunters and predators, but cruel and 

barbaric animals who deal with all enemies by violent and 

warlike means. The last line, with its idea that this activ

ity satisfies the sadistic cravings of the priest/leader/God 

Prester John, forces the reader to reevaluate the character 

of both this mythical Prester John and, ultimately, the God 

of Christianity. The irony here seems to have come to a 

climax, and Prester John becomes a God whose sadistic crav

ings are satisfied by spilled blood sacrificed in his honor. 

The lack of water is given much attention in the last 

two stanzas, especially in the last. The "hunters" don't 

drag any aqueous river, but a scree; Paradise has no coast; 

and "mail-dark fish" spawn not in a watery grotto, but in a 

"grit-silted" one. The atmosphere of this land is harsh and 

warlike, emphasized by the words used to describe the inhabi

tants, who are clothed in their armor, or "mail," and use 

"spears" as well as "bombs." Empson sees this "Paradise" 

as anti-life, a land of death which, like the underworld, is 

more appropriately guarded by Cerberus figures. There is 
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nothing to recommend this world to any sane individual; 

Empson in this poem seems puzzled as to why anyone would 

believe in this type of Paradise anyway, though he indi

cates that his mind is made up, an attitude that seemed on 

shaky ground in "Villanelle." 

Two important identifications are made at the end of 

the poem. The first is that of this waste land with England, 

indicated by the line: "Of bombs and bowlers it has power 

to boast." The "bowlers" are very English, and remind one 

of "Rolling the Lawn," and what such "bowlers" are for. The 

second identification is of King Amanullah with Adam, found 

in the last line. Both have left Paradise, barren though it 

already is, and have come to Western countries; the reader 

may sense that both are doomed to wander in search of some

thing to replace their shattered ideals of Paradise. Perhaps 

Empson here is alluding to his own situation; having aban

doned Christianity and its sham Paradise, he is left in a 

state of near despair, searching for an adequate replacement, 

which he is afraid he will never find. 

"Part of Mandevil's Travels," then, is not only an 

exposing of the Christian Eden but also is an exposing of the 

religious values of England. For Empson, Paradise, with its 

infertility and despair, ultimately resembles Milton's Hell; 

and its visitor, the English Sir John Mandeville, becomes 

"Mandevil," ultimately its most suitable inhabitant. Empson 
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seems to feel that there might be a Paradise somewhere, but 

it certainly isn't Christian. 

Two of Empson's minor poems published in 1928 show 

worlds that are not only un-Christian, but completely fabu

lous, and are especially intriguing in that they refer to 

the Father and Son as "spiders." "Arachne" (June 6) is 

written to resemble a fable, with the chief characters being 

male and female spiders, though man is shown trying to make 

a home in this dream world: 

Twixt devil and deep sea, man hacks his caves; 

The second stanza introduces Jesus as a spider and God as 

a predator to be avoided: 

King spider walks the velvet roof of streams: 
Must bird and fish, must god and beast avoid: 
Dance, like nine angels, on pin-point extremes. 

On page 100 of the "Notes," Empson writes that "The caves 

of cavemen are thought of as by the sea to escape the savage 

creatures inland." One then may see the poem as a collection 

of predators and victims, with god the predator upon Christ 

and man, man the victim of both Christ and God, and Christ 

the ambiguous force caught in the middle. "Pin-point ex

tremes" suggests that Empson is not entirely sure where to 

place Christ in this paradise of animals, though he tends 

to give Christ the benefit of the doubt and make him seem 

more the victim than the predator, thus putting ironic empha

sis upon the word "king" as applied to him. This attitude 
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resembles that of "Villanelle"; again Empson is attracted in 

sympathetic response to the primary sufferer of God's cru

elty, Jesus. Ultimately Satan, another of God's victims, 

will receive even more of Empson's support in Milton's God. 

"Sea Voyage" transfers the spider and beast character

istics to God alone: 

Pillowed on gulfs between exiguous bobbins 
The Son of Spiders, crucified to lace. 
Suspends a red rag to a thousand dobbins 
And sails so powered to a better place. 

In the "Notes" (p. 96) Empson writes: "Man himself in the 

tortures of his spirituality becomes the red rag that he 

can hold out, as in making a bull charge, to catch the power 

of the seahorses." Empson also mentions that Ezekiel was 

called the "Son of Man," thus making the "Son of Spiders" 

ambiguous enough to include both a tortured man and a tor

tured Christ. The "Notes" convey the impression that man 

should be identified with this "Son of Spiders," but the 

term "crucified" suggests quite the contrary: that the 

Crucifixion is the motivating force behind the tortured 

spirituality of man that "suspends" his belief of reality, 

substituting for it the belief that he v/ill be mythically 

and magically transported "to a better place." Again, Christ 

is the middleman who seems to be forced by his cruel father 

to deceive man by accepting the role as sacrificial victim. 

The fabulous setting, though, lends an unreality to the 

cruelty and pain expressed here, a buffering that makes this 
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poem kin to "Arachne." Religion may have its pain and its 

torture, but, masked in myth and fable, that pain and torture 

isn't directly and powerfully received; Empson may be showing 

that myth and fable will render impotent even the most hor

rifying truths. 

The powerful implications of both "Arachne" and "Sea 

Voyage," though, are but implications; they are still boil

ing under the fabulous lid that is placed over them, else

where composed of ants, the Roller of Lawns, the King of 

Spiders, and Prester John. This "lid" of diverse characters 

holds in the poet's outrage by the power of its humor; it 

will be slowly removed, but never completely, at least in 

the poetry. Only in Milton's God will we see what has been 

boiling, and feel completely its heat. 

IV 

Empson did not publish any major poems in the years 

1929-1930, partly because 1929 was his last year at Cam

bridge, and partly because 19 30 was the year of Seven Types 

of Ambiguity. His religious opinions were given an adequate 

outlet in his criticism, particularly in his use of the 

Metaphysical Poets as examples of ambiguity. Crashaw, Donne, 

Herbert, and Nash not only provided excellent illustrations 

for ambiguity, though; they also wrote poetry that glorified 

suffering for the sake of God (Donne's Holy Sonnets, espe

cially Number XIII), glorified the sacrifice of Jesus 
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(Herbert's "The Sacrifice"), and glorified the color red 

because connected with holy examples of bleeding (Crashaw*s 

"Hymn for the Circumcision of our Lord"). Empson found many 

an occasion to gape with horror at these glorifications, and 

yet managed to confine his reactions to subtle asides. For 

instance, discussing Crashaw's "Luke xi.. Blessed be the paps 

that thou hast sucked," a poem containing reverential treat

ment of bleeding, Empson remarks that the poet treats his 

subject "with a sort of horror to excite adoration" (Seven 

Types of Ambiguity, p. 221). 

His religious revulsions largely relegated to his criti

cism, Empson's poems of these years seem extremely difficult 

in their complexity and obscurity, and are preoccupied with 

conceits of a more scientific nature. This difficulty and 

obscurity did excite much ad;niration and wonder (see Richard 

Eberhart's reaction quoted earlier on p. 11), but it also 

pushed some noses out of joint. F. L. Lucas showed his dis

approval of Empson's work in a sarcastic poem entitled 

"Chorus of Neo-Metaphysical Poets" and containing these lines: 

We twist the riddle of things terrene 
Into such a riddle as never was seen. 
And nobody knows what on earth we mean. 

So nobody contradicts us.^^ 

Its publication in 1930 openly expressed what was undoubtedly 

felt by others: that Empson was a maker of puzzles and rid

dles, and was not to be taken too seriously. Julian Bell, 

Virginia Woolf's nephew, in an easay published two months 
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earlier, said this concerning the state of poetry at Cam

bridge: 

After Pope's parodies of Cowley, to say nothing 
of the works of the later metaphysicals them
selves, one would have thought that anyone wish
ing to write in this manner would have exercised 
a certain discretion. Mr. Empson, on the con
trary, is more extravagant than one would have 
believed possible.15 

Bell concluded: "Another use for obscurity, Mr. Empson's, 

is setting ingenious puzzles for old maids to solve in the 

Spectator." These poems were more than merely puzzles, how

ever; they were the distorted refuges for Empson's scien

tific wandering in search of a technology to replace the 

Eden he abandoned years before, an ideal adhered to only by 

Christian zealots. 

Perhaps the most interesting piece, as well as the most 

popular, published during these years is "Camping Out" (Feb. 

1929) , possibly the most difficult poem in the Empson canon. 

The opening lines seem to resume the humorous poking at reli-

gion that Empson enjoyed earlier in "Rolling the Lawn": 

And now she cleans her teeth into the lake: 

Gives it (God's grace) for her own bounty's sake . . . 

This bit of humorous poking nevertheless reminds the reader 

of what has been shown in "The Ants," "Villanelle," and 

"Arachne": that Empson, besides commiserating with Jesus 

upon the cruelties of God the Father, seems to believe in 

the Female Principle as the true ruling force behind what 

phenomena can be observed, such as organic growth. Though 
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the growth in "Camping Out" is no more than that of tooth

paste specks spreading upon the surface of a lake, this 

growth is linked with the expansion of the universe. 

Who moves so among stars their frame unties; 
See where they blur, and die, and are outsoared. 

The only conceivable divinity would have to be female; 

Christianity has shown that a male divinity will never do. 

"Earth has Shrunk in the Wash" (also Feb. 1929) concerns 

itself with the fear that scientific progress is sterilizing 

the earth, and that civilized refinement is cutting people 

off from one another. Metaphorically speaking of the impact 

upon earth of science, Empson opens the fourth stanza with 

"One daily tortures the poor Christ anew." Christ is still 

identified with the victims of religion, and here has even 

evoked a touch of sympathy from the poet. Empson, from his 

citadel of science, may be seen as championing the underdog 

Christ, who tried to prevent the cutting of the lines of com

munication between people; the enemy in this case would be 

not only God but also science. Perhaps this linking of 

science with God is causing Empson to think about where his 

allegiance lies, though it has by no means shifted from 

science. 

Empson, though, is primarily concerned with science, 

and the poems published in 1930 reflect this: "Note on Local 

Flora," "The Scales," and "Description of a View." As his 

attention was diverted this year to the writing of Seven 
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Types of Ambiguity, his poetry at this time is riddling and 

obscure. In the years that follow, however, Empson's pre

occupation with religion will return to the poetry with a 

greater intensity, particularly in the first major poem pub

lished after Seven Types, "This Last Pain." Clearly the 

conflicts raging in the earlier poems have not been resolved, 

even though they are now suppressed with the "lid" of science 

and science terminology. They still continue to boil. 

V 

The early 1930's (1931-1934) found Empson in Japan, 

where he began to come into contact with Eastern religion, 

particularly Buddhism. After completing Seven Types of 

Ambiguity, he was recommended by I. A. Richards for the 

position of Professor of English Literature at the Tokyo 

University of Literature and Science (Bunrika Daigaku), 

recently vacated by Peter Quennell. Empson also lectured 

at the Tokyo Imperial University during this time, and 

published numerous critical articles in such Japanese pub

lications as Poetica, Japan Chronicle, The Fox and Daffodil, 

and The Rising Generation. He published few poems during 

this period, though, and composed even fewer ("Aubade" and 

the first installments of "Bacchus"), perhaps in part be

cause his religious surroundings seemed to him more congenial, 

and because he did not feel quite the need to strike out at 

the Church which, in England, pressured him with its 
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omnipresence. His Buddhist surroundings did affect him, 

though, and their influence can be seen in his study of 

Andrew Marvell's "The Garden, "-"-̂  but instead of completely 

displacing his preoccupation with Christian sacrifice, 

they either add to or mix with this preoccupation. 

While Marvell's poem abounds in Christian imagery, 

Empson expresses admiration for the rich and intuitive use 

of this imagery which transports the poet in his ecstasy to 

an almost Buddhist state of enlightenment. Yet here again 

is the duality of the beautiful and the terrible, particu

larly in the juice of the grapes, "the nectar of Eden, and 

yet the blood of sacrifice." Empson hints that it is 

Marvell's escape from reality that alone enables him to 

passively contemplate the Garden in such an ambivalent 

manner. The puzzling contradiction, though, still bothers 

Empson: how something so horrible can yet be perceived as 

being beautiful. 

Empson, during the same year, published one of his most 

important poems, "This Last Pain," in New Signatures. Writ

ten in nine quatrains, this poem indicts theology for cre

ating imaginary lines between the known and unknown in a 

tour de force of Empson's poetic powers. These imaginary 

lines, deceptive as they are, intrigue Empson because they 

do have a powerful beauty, and this beauty is clearly re

vealed in the lines of the poem. 
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The title seems to be concerned with the last pain of 

martyrs and heretics; that is, with death by being burned 

alive at the stake. The first quatrain draws the line be

tween the martyrs and heretics: when the martyrs are burned, 

they are crowned with "bliss"; when the heretics are burned, 

they are not. The word "bliss" is ambiguous here, referring 

both to the bliss of dying for one's beliefs and to the 

bliss of entering into the Christian heaven. When the damned 

are burned, though, they have their "bliss" anyway, though 

they are not crowned because of it. "Bliss" here would be 

defined as the ecstasy of being burned alive, which would 

support the idea that the Christian God is appeased and even 

satisfied by the sufferings of his flock. To the Christian, 

then, torture and violent death is the preferred way of pass

ing on, both for the faithful (acting as a blessing) and for 

the damned (acting as an atonement). Empson's tone is not 

as playful as in "Rolling the Lawn"; here the tone is highly 

ironic. The remainder of the quatrain equates the bliss 

with the bliss "of heaven or of hell," making explicit the 

duality of the meaning of "bliss." 

Though ironic in tone, the first quatrain is dignified, 

controlled, and states the problem, positing the difference 

between the opposing forces. Richard Eberhart notes that: 

Low-register rhyme words are employed for damna
tion, "found," "crowned." When he makes a dic
tum, the poet uses higher-register rhyme words. 
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"foretell," "hell," as appropriate to the sense 
of bliss, (p. 204) 

The final two lines of the quatrain echo the high and low 

notes of the pompous, thundering church organ, and can 

be but mock-righteous in context. 

The second quatrain presents man prying into his soul, 

using the metaphor of the room with the locked door. The 

soul is safe from the "prying housemaid," because "the key 

is lost," meaning that the secrets of the soul will remain 

largely inaccessible, though man may look through the hole 

and have a partial glimpse. Of course man, by his very 

nature, will mentally complete the picture from the partial 

details, and will formulate an incorrect theory of the soul 

through contemplation, and accept it as dogma. 

Quatrains four and five return to the images of fire 

and pain, adding the crown of thorns to allude to Christ: 

Those thorns are crowns which, woven into knots, 
Crackle under and soon boil fool's pots. 

The thorns are now equated with bliss, and fire, and form 

the myth that will act as kindling for causing the deaths 

of others. The "knots" refer to the working of the dogma 

into reality mentioned in the previous quatrain, and the 

confusing complexity and paradoxes are hinted at. Here, 

however, Empson flatly states that "no man's watching . . . 

would ever stare them into song," indicating that torturing, 

burning, and boiling human beings on account of a twisted 
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dogma will never appear justified to the rational man, only 

to the disillusioned fanatic. The images of "cleanser" and 

"frying pan" refer to the sacrifices that wash away the sins 

of the Church, and the "leap" of faith "from pan to fire" 

is for the martyrs that make possible this cleansing. The 

attitude of the poet is serious, almost to the point of 

discomfort to the reader; the images of fire and pain are 

compacted and dense, and make unpleasant this revelation 

of Christian salvation. 

The sixth quatrain contains the most memorable lines 

of the poem, lines that seem to sum up the duality of 

"bliss": 

All those large dreams by which men long live well 
Are magic-lanterned on the smoke of hell; 

This then is real, I have implied, 

A painted, small, transparent slide. 

Man, in his dreamworld, cannot distinguish between pleasure 

and pain, and so lives always on the threshold of pain, 

believing, in his folly, that he is on the threshold of 

pleasure. The difference between what is in this world and 

the next becomes "a painted, small, transparent slide," the 

keyhole that through deceptive coloration allows man to 

believe whatever he sees, to freely confuse fact with fancy. 

This idea continues into the seventh quatrain, where the 

inventive mind can paint its own heaven or hell, while Empson 

and the reader feast in the shade of rational skepticism. 

Yet there seems to be doubt here: the term "magic-lanterned" 
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and "a painted, small, transparent slide" are dreamy images 

contained in smooth, enchanting lines, and stand in stark 

contrast with the shade where Empson is located. Again, the 

question that is raised here is the same: though these 

beautiful images are illusions, why do so many people choose 

to have faith in them? The power of the images here indicates 

that Empson is thinking this question through. 

The eighth quatrain presents the result of such a pre

tense as being merely "an edifice of form . . . where phan

toms may keep warm." This form, that is only "so conceived" 

and not real, will nevertheless have ample room for its 

occupants to keep warm—by the heat from the flames of those 

in "bliss." 

The final quatrain is in the form of an imperative, 

with the poet stepping to the fore and ironically offering 

to share a similar fantasy with the reader: 

Imagine, then, by miracle, with me, 
(Ambiguous gifts, as what gods give must be) 
What could not possibly be there. 

And learn a style from a despair. 

The trick of the imagination now becomes a "miracle," and 

the miracle becomes one of God's "ambiguous gifts," thus 

logically tracing the doctrine from whimsy to dogma. 

Empson's refusal to use capital letters for words like 

"hell" and "gods" perhaps shows us more than anything else 

how believable he considers a religion such as Christianity, 
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which teaches us to see "what could not possibly be there," 

so that out of despair we build a "style," a superficiality 

to believe in. Richard Eberhart concludes that "it is the 

complete skeptic who can and must imagine miracles" (p. 206) , 

"This Last Pain," then, is another of Empson's state

ments upon the illusory world created by religion, which 

draws imaginary lines that divide heaven and hell with magic 

lanterns and painted slides. Empson may wish such lines to 

be real, but the only lines he consoles the reader with are 

a few beautiful lines of poetry. Like the fable and the 

fairy tale, poetry can present even the smoke of hell pain

lessly; "This Last Pain" does not do so, however. 

Perhaps Empson too feels slightly removed from reality, 

for this poem, with its Japanese flavoring, represents him 

as the impassive and critical observer who has stepped out 

of the circle of theological influence. He eventually steps 

back in, but when he does it will be to try to dissipate 

that circle's influence on others. Empson, after 1940, 

loses his impassivity, and either defends the victims of 

Christianity, or attacks the religion directly. His poetic 

conflicts-still exist behind "This Last Pain," but he is 

able to represent these conflicts more colorfully and artis

tically than when he was in England. 

Offsetting the colorful yet sober "This Last Pain" is 

"Homage to the British Museum," also published in 1932 (in 
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Japan's Poetica), which offers a touch of humor, though 

satiric humor. The first two lines provide a sharp con

trast between expectation and the unexpected. 

There is a Supreme God in the ethnological section; 
A hollow toad shape, faced with a blank shield. 

"Supreme God" adequately sets the reader up for "hollow toad 

shape," much like giving him a large balloon and then burst

ing it in his face. The resemblance of the god to a toad 

gives it the air of monstrosity; and the "blank shield" 

gives it an insensible, warlike air. This image also brings 

to mind Satan, who in Paradise Lost takes the form of a toad 

and whispers into Eve's ear; the deceptive use of this toad

like form gives the toad figure in Empson's poem a suspicious 

air, as if it too merely whispered into human ears with in

tent to deceive. "Hollow" and "blank" emphasize the blown-

up-out-of-proportion appearance this god-toad has. 

The figure referred to in this poem is a carving of the 

Polynesian sea god Tangaroa, which is shown in the process of 

creating other gods, hence its supremacy. The final line of 

the initial stanza reflects Empson's view of this all-

encompassing divinity: 

His smooth wood creeps with all the creeds of 
the world. 

With the previous line's observation that "lice" seem to 

"glue themselves" to this figure, the implication of "creeps" 

is clear: the creeds are as lice, barbaric parasites preying 

upon the "supreme" monstrosity carved to represent them all. 
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The second stanza shows Empson at perhaps his most 

humorous, with the viewer, in the process of absorbing "the 

cultures of nations," "being clogged with hesitation," and 

finally "asking one the way out." The idea of constipation 

is clear, and the remedy is clearer. The stanza ends with 

a mock reverence replete with both a comical and a satiric 

humor: 

Let us offer our pinch of dust all to this God, 
And grant his reign over the entire building. 

One is reminded of the Russians, who have converted their 

churches into museums, and their gods into museum curiosi

ties, and one may see that Empson finds museums the proper 

places for religion and its relics. This poem complements 

"This Last Pain" by the addition of humor, but this humor 

does not mask the obvious similarity between the two poems, 

that religion is at the root of all barbarism, and vice 

versa. Empson's attitude toward religion at this stage is 

still somewhat lightly satirical, as before, but becoming 

more like an appraisal of a museum piece. His mood is begin

ning to alter and become more serious, as his poems uncover 

the barbaric core of religion, which heretofore has been 

left with its coat of dust intact. 

VI 

For Empson, the years 1934-5 brought change and further 

publication. In 1934, he returned from Japan to England; 
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in 19 35 he published both his first collection of poetry. 

Poems, and his second book of criticism. Some Versions of 

Pastoral. Again, as before, poetry composition for those 

two years was at low ebb, for only six poems were written; 

and again, as before, the brunt of Empson's objections to 

religion were funneled into his criticism. 

Some Versions of Pastoral contains, on pages 165-190, 

the core of what will become, twenty-six years later, the 

central argument of Milton's God. Empson here suggests not 

only parallels between Satan and Christ, but between Satan 

and Milton: 

People are by now agreed that Milton partly 
identified Satan with part of his own mind, 
and that the result though excellent was a 
little unintentional, (p. 172) 

Empson notes that Milton consequently made the God of Para

dise Lost "appalling" without fully realizing it, and that 

"his use of the pagan seemed . . . to imply a doubt of the 

Christian mythology" (p. 177). Milton, then, is the repre

sentative of a poet using the seventh type of ambiguity, by 

outwardly stating one doctrine while implying quite the 

opposite viewpoint, as a result of opposing forces in con

flict within. 

The germination of these ideas, whose significance to 

Empson would be felt in Milton's God, left the poems without 

biting edges, though they certainly did not exclude mentions 

of religion. One noteworthy poem that continues the theme 
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of religion as museum piece is "Doctrinal Point," which 

begins: "The god approached dissolves into the air." First 

published in The Year's Poetry 1935 (ed. Roberts, Gould, 

Lehmann), this poem shows that the barbarism attached to 

religion is not inherent in the religion, but grafted on by 

Man. Previous poems seemed to address God as if there were 

a possibility of his existence, or at least condescended to 

discuss him as if he had human parts and passions. "Homage 

to the British Museum" and "Doctrinal Point," on the other 

hand, picture the god-figure as "hollow" and "blank," a 

tabula rasa upon which barbarians impose their barbarous 

creeds, though the latter poem concentrates upon the blank

ness and not upon what is applied to that blankness. 

The second stanza of "Doctrinal Point" attempts to 

clarify the first line: 

Magnolias, for instance, when in bud. 
Are right in doing anything they can think of; 
Free by predestination in the blood. 
Saved by their own sap, shed for themselves. 

Their texture can impose their architecture. 

The Gardners call these lines "an illustration of the sermon 

text of line one, as an example of the "god' whose nature 

eludes man" and say that line three "differentiates godli

ness from humanity: whatever they do, gods are always 

right" (p. 143). If god then is "blank" and "hollow," yet 

is right in doing whatever it thinks of, man is free to 

create either a universal benevolence or a destructive 

monstrosity. 
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The fourth stanza elaborates further: 

If you describe things with the right tensors 
All law becomes the fact that they can be described 

with them; 
This is the Assumption of the description. 

The Gardners see the possibilities of such freedom: 

All man can do with nature is describe what his 
understanding can find terms for; such descrip
tions leave much out of account, yet are taken 
as 'law,' from convenience or vanity, (p. 145) 

This freedom applies to religion as well as to nature. ' The 

capitalization of "Assumption" mockingly comments upon such 

transformations of limited understanding into law. In the 

case of Christianity, where man grafts his vanity, jealousy, 

and tendency toward violence upon the otherwise blank image 

of God, the resulting monstrosity is not divine but human. 

While "Doctrinal Point" is largely concerned with free 

will and predestination, as well as the inadequacies of 

scientific theory, the concern for what man may freely will 

as attributes to his god is most apparent. The preponderance 

of religious terminology throughout the poem ("massed wax 

flames," "saints," "prime," and "prayer") ironically adds 

religious flavoring to a poem about religion's artifical 

flavoring by man. Empson knows that much of this flavoring 

adds some attractiveness, but he fears the poison that lies 

beneath the candy taste. This poison is being found to be 

more deadly with each succeeding poem. 
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VII 

Empson stayed in England only four years before he was 

appointed Professor at Peking National University. His 

arrival in the Far East became an adventure, for the Sino-

Japanese war had begun, and Peking had fallen, but the two 

Peking universities, Pei-ta and Tsinghua, evacuated in time. 

Empson managed to catch up with them in Changsha, 1000 miles 

southwest of Peking, where the students had been told to 

re-group, and spent the first term teaching from memory in 

the mountain village of Nan-Yueh, 80 miles further. The 

students pleased Empson by their high caliber of intelli

gence; and during the years 1937-9 of Empson's stay in China, 

he managed to finish "Bacchus," his longest poem, and wrote 

at least four others prompted by his experiences. 

Before he left for China, Empson published translations 

of two Japanese poems by C. Hatakeyama, "Echo" and "The 

Small Bird to the Big"; the latter, published in the Listener 

(Aug. 5, 1936), provides an interesting analogy between the 

individual and the Church (or God). The poem opens with the 

small bird speaking: 

Fly up and away, large hawk. 
To the eternal day of the abyss. 

Belittling the night about the mountains. 

The hawk is oppressive and burdensome to the small bird, who 

implores him to oppress and belittle something more his own 

size. Later in the first stanza, the small bird makes 

clearer this oppression: 
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Do not stay above 
So that I must hide shuddering under inadequate 

twigs. 

The analogy between the small bird and Adam, as well as 

between the hawk and God, recalls Adam's reaction in 

Paradise Lost after he has eaten the forbidden fruit and 

hides in fear. The small bird then expresses the joy he 

will feel in his freedom after the hawk has departed: 

Then shall I weep with joy seeing your splendour, " 
Forget my cowardice, forget my weakness, 
Feel the whole sunlight fall upon my tears. 
I shall believe you a key to Paradise. 

What is interesting here is that the small bird, once the 

hawk is at a distance, will regard him as a god, even a 

"key to Paradise." In effect the small bird is saying: 

"Keep your distance, don't bully me, and I shall see you in 

a better light." Might this not be Empson vicariously ask

ing merciful passivity from the all-too-active and all-too-

oppressive God and Church? Perhaps this poem was printed 

as a comment upon Gerard Manley Hopkins' "The Windhover," 

discussed by Empson on pp. 225-6 of Seven Types of Ambiguity 

as an example of the poet's repressed terror upon seeing the 

"brute beauty" of this "dangerous" kestral. To illustrate 

the seventh type of ambiguity, Empson reads the poem a dif

ferent way: 

Confronted suddenly with the active physical 
beauty of the bird, he conceives it as the 
opposite of his patient spiritual renunciation; 
. . . but he cannot decisively judge between 
them, and holds both with agony in his mind. 

(p. 225) 
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"The Windhover" is read more as an example of self-repression, 

and "The Small Bird to the Big" as external repression; yet 

both can be read with some validity vice versa. 

The poems discussed thus far have shown Empson's pre

occupation with organized religion and God as persecuting 

forces, either in the form of physical and mental subjuga

tion through history by the church, or in the form of 

zealots who torture themselves and offer themselves as ' 

sacrifices to a cruel and hungry God. "Missing Dates," the 

most important poem to be published during Empson's stay in 

China, shows Mankind destroying itself with a poisonous 

reverence for the dead that seems to sap the energy for liv

ing from the individual. Appearing in the Criterion (July 

1937), the poem is in the form of a villanelle, and the 

first tercet provides a strongly worded opening: 

Slowly the poison the whole blood stream fills. 
It is not the effort nor the failure tires. 
The waste remains, the waste remains and kills. 

The Gardners aver that this "is almost too pessimistic to 

be true" (p. 185). Empson remarks in his "Notes" (p. 113) 

that this poem will use "the legend that a fifth or some 

such part of the soil of China is given up to ancestral 

tombs." Legend or not, one is compelled to think of the 

ubiquitous cemeteries present even in a futuristic-minded 

country like the United States, and to draw conclusions 

similar to Empson's: that any worship of what is either 
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dead or invisible is stultifying and stagnating, and that 

the most popular form of death-worship is Christianity. 

Empson is not concerned here with the kind of illusory 

beauty of "This Last Pain"; he now focuses upon the fact 

that Christianity worships and reverences the passing away 

of earthly beauty, and cherishes morbidity. 

The connection between the ideas in this poem and the 

cruelties of religion is not readily apparent, but the ' 

oppressive gloom here seems to demand that a connection be 

made. The Gardners say the poem primarily concerns "the 

'waste land' encroachment of death on life" and that "the 

piety of ancestor worship [is] seen as a futile obsession 

with the dead past" (p. 187). Discussing the "poison" and 

"waste" that accumulate throughout the poem, though, they 

make an interesting observation: "The reader is left to 

read a human meaning into these concepts—guilty conscience, 

perhaps, or a sense of inadequacy" (p. 186) . The identifi

cation of this "poison" with "guilt" brings to mind the 

Fall and the way it has permeated religious thought ever 

since. The fifth tercet seems to clarify this connection 

further: 

Not to have fire is to be a skin that shrills. 
The complete fire is death. From partial fires 
The waste remains, the waste remains and kills. 

The dominant word, "fire," can be glossed many ways, but it 

seems to refer to "life" in the sense of drive or animation; 
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yet when one mixes this "life" and the "poison" of guilt, 

one is bound to see "fire" in a less-than-positive way, and 

be reminded of burnings at the stake, "the complete fires." 

Fire may also be seen as damnation, and "partial" fire may 

be seen as life on the brink of damnation, especially of 

"sinners in the hands of an angry God." 

Though this poem may also be seen as the poet's sense 

of his waning poetic powers, the ideas of death, poison, 

waste, and fire lend an overpowering religious ambience to 

whatever is being said. Of course, there is no explicit 

condemnation of God here; Empson's poems written while he 

lived in Japan and China show an absence of malice towards 

the Church, perhaps because, like the "hawk" of Miss 

Hatakeyama's poem, the Church is at a distance. This will 

soon be changed, though, for the small bird will soon be 

forced, by the coming of the Second World War, to return to 

the land of the "hawk." 

VIII 

In 1939 Empson returned to England on wartime leave, 

and his feelings at the time are recalled in Milton's God: 

I had landed at Los Angeles on my way from China 
to England, and there is a park in that city 
which rises to a fairly bluff summit. I went to 
the top of it and screamed; this was in 1939, so 
my feelings need not all be blamed upon Los 
Angeles. After I had been screaming for a bit I 
found I was being shot at by boys with air-guns; 
this satisfied me in some way; I came down the 
hill, and took the train to San Francisco, (p. 67) 
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Empson had been content in China, where there was no reli

gious oppressiveness, and was obviously less than pleased 

at having to return to England, where he felt this oppres

siveness all too strongly. Soon after arriving in England, 

he joined the BBC's Minitoring Department, and in 1941 

transferred to the Far Eastern Section. He was married this 

same year to a South African, Hester Henrietta Crouse. 

Empson's second-longest poem, "Bacchus," though for the 

most part finished in China, was written primarily in Eng

land, and did not see publication until his return. The 

first part of "Bacchus" had appeared in New Verse in 1933 

while Empson was teaching in Japan; "Bacchus Two" appeared 

in Criterion in 1935 after his return to England; "Bacchus 

Four" was printed in Poetry while he taught in China; and 

"Bacchus Three" appeared in Poetry (Chicago) in April of 

1940. One of his most difficult poems, "Bacchus" contains 

his most violent attacks upon organized religion, upon man's 

self-torment to God's satisfaction, upon the nature of the 

Christian God, upon the torture of men by the Church, and 

upon the torture of Christ by God. 

Empson considered "Bacchus" his favorite poem. Accord

ing to the Gardners, 

Its material came to him while he was under gas, 
having a dislocated arm set during a vacation in 
northern Indo-China . . . was scrawled down after 
he emerged from the anaesthetic in a state of 
'exaltation'. The dislocated arm had resulted 
from Empson's falling into a pit 'after a certain 
amount of celebration'. (Gardner and Gardner, p. 152) 
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Attempting to summarize the entire poem is extremely diffi

cult, though separate passages may be analyzed, but the poem 

seems to be a broad statement on the condition of man in 

terms of drink. Densely written and taxing in its intensity, 

"Bacchus" is a treasure trove of ambiguity, so ambiguous and 

clotted, in fact, that the Gardners declare comprehension of 

the whole poem well nigh impossible. The religious message 

communicated here, however, leaves little doubt that Empson 

is escalating his attacks upon Christianity, with a fierce 

intensity seldom before seen. 

Empson's "Notes" (pp. 104-5) state that the idea behind 

much of the poem "is that life involves maintaining oneself 

between contradictions that can't be solved by analysis." 

Here is the seventh type of ambiguity (which will be ap

plied to Paradise Lost in Milton's God) being applied to 

"Bacchus," which is stylistically similar to Milton's epic. 

"Bacchus" opens in mythological terms with a violence 

reminiscent of what for Empson is the Christian character: 

The laughing god born of a startling answer 
(Cymbal of clash in the divided glancer 
Forcing from heaven's the force of earth's desire) 

Capped a retort to sublime earth by fire. 

These lines depend upon the myth of Jupiter and Semele. 

Semele (a Greek adaptation of Zemelo, a Phrygian earth-

goddess) was pregnant six months by an unknown lover, and 

Hera persuaded her to demand that he show himself; as a 

result, Jupiter appeared in his glory (the "startling 
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answer") and burned her, and in the process Bacchus was born. 

Empson says that Semele "wanted heaven as real as earth" 

("Notes," p. 105); she is the "divided glancer" who saw the 

contradictions between the two; only in this case heaven is 

not unreal in its goodness but in its wickedness. The poem 

later reveals that in fact the earth is being moved by 

"divine" machinery: 

Helled to earth's centre Ixion at his wheel. 
Still makes go round the whirled fooled clouded 

wheal. (11. 37-41) 

Empson in the "Notes" (p. 107) explains that "Ixion on the 

wheel of torture in hell is at the tiller-wheel of the turn

ing earth." Thus earth and heaven have much more in common 

than Semele thought, though the similarities are rooted in 

a kind of Evil. Earth is also deceived by the heavens, as 

"fooled" and "clouded" suggest, indicating that any religion 

based upon the divine must be dizzying in its contradictions, 

and that the gods are probably laughing at man's stumbling 

because of this deception. "Wheal" suggests "weal," indi

cating that the earth is being tormented by the gods, as 

well as deceived. Empson in this poem seems to have returned 

to full-blown conceits, but without the partially disarming 

humor found in "Rolling the Lawn." There can be little humor 

in this poem's conception of earth-heaven relations. 

The fifth stanza becomes more overtly Christian in its 

allusions: 
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The god who fled down with the standard yard 
(Surveying with that reed which was his guard 
He showed to John the new Jerusalem. 
It was a sugar-cane containing rum. 
And hence the fire on which these works depend) 

Taught and quivered strung upon the bend 
An outmost crystal a recumbent flame 

(He drinks all cups the tyrant could acclaim; 
He still is dumb, inimitably wined; 
Burns still his nose and liver for mankind. . . .) 

It is an ether, such an agony. 

(11. 42-52) 

Crucifixion and intoxication are suggested by the images 

here; here Prometheus is the Christ representative "strung 

upon the bend" and "taught," the latter pun playing on both 

the punishment being "taught" and the "taut" way in which 

he is "strung upon the bend." This crucifixion image, ap

plied to Prometheus who has acted on man's behalf, makes 

Jupiter the Father-figure who is cruel and violent, and 

thus much like the Christian God. 

The intoxication images add to the idea of Man's decep

tion by the gods, and show that Christ himself was deceived 

by the Christian God. The "rum" which Empson presents as 

Prometheus' "fire" parallels the Christian wine, and the 

resulting zeal is no less fiery. Empson in his "Notes" 

(p. 197) remarks: "We have got here to the quarrelsome 

stage of drink. . . . " The irony is thick, particularly in 

the "new Jerusalem," though perhaps it reaches a climax in 

the Last Supper mockery where the wine is taken to such 

excess ("acclaimed" by the tyrant Jupiter-God) that the 

suffering is eternal. This wine deceives Christ by making 
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him "dumb" so that he seems to accept his eventual sacrifice 

for God's pleasure. Here Empson is repeating his sympathy 

for the heroism of Jesus/Prometheus who is tortured by the 

God/Jupiter figure, and for the female figure Semele who is 

also tortured earlier in the poem, as the word "agony" 

brings both to mind. "Bacchus" is pitting what Empson finds 

most attractive in religion against what Empson finds most 

appalling, in a skirmish that, like Paradise Lost, seems to 

glorify the losers. 

The poem soon returns to Semele, who may strike the 

reader as the female principle of love and beauty, the pre

server of heaven and earth, the antithesis of the masculine 

principle of power that destroys the earth's fertility and 

leaves her barren; the final lines present her as yet an

other sacrificial victim suffering in the inferno of heaven: 

Robed in fire round as heaven's cope 
The god had lit up her despair to fire 
Fire behind grates of a part of her despair 
And rang like bells the vaults and the dark arches. 

The repetition and alternation of "fire" and "despair" 

suggest that the extremes of this heaven are exclusive of 

any conception of good. Empson finishes the poem by clearly 

linking this inferno with the Church; and he places "vaults" 

and "dark arches" close enough together to give "vaults" the 

connotation of "graves." 

"Bacchus" might well be called Empson's Book of Genesis, 

or Empson's Gospel, as ironic elements alluding to both are 
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found here. The combination of mythology and Biblical his

tory, refined through the Empsonian distillery, results in 

the conclusion that cruelty and violence are a part of every 

religion, since they are a part of both pagan mythology and 

Christianity. Religion, for Man, is a combination of lethal 

drops of "fire" and "despair." Here Empson has intensified 

his feeling against Christianity, calling it a deceptive 

religion as well as a barbaric religion. 

If his poetry was full of fire and despair, Empson's 

outward appearance was certainly otherwise. The poet Alan 

Brownjohn, in a poem entitled "William Empson at Aldermaston," 

portrayed him as "the man with the Chinese beard" looking on 

17 impassively at an Aldermaston rally. Empson had been 

happy and content in China, away from the increasingly in

tolerable narrow-mindedness of England—his scream atop the 

hill in Los Angeles showed that—and was only too happy to 

return to China in 1947. 

In the autumn of 1940 Empson's second book of poetry. 

The Gathering Storm, was published, with ten of the poems 

seeing publication for the first time. This slim volume,, 

containing only 21 poems, represents the final Empsonian 

outburst, for after this publication only three original 

poems appear, randomly scattered. As would be expected, 

Empson's poems written in or about China are simpler, 

calmer, and nearly devoid of attacks on religion, unlike 
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his poems written in or about England; these include "The 

Beautiful Train," "Manchouli," "China," and "Autumn on Nan-

Yueh." Of the others, all but three are either occasional 

poems or translations, and of the three poems ("Your Teeth 

Are Ivory Towers," "Ignorance of Death," and "Reflection 

From Anita Loos"), only one shows any concentrated hostility 

against Christianity, but this hostility indicates that 

Empson has reached his limit of poetic outrage at the con

ception of Christian sacrifice. 

The poems that lack this hostility still show Empson 

combating the forces of religion. "Your Teeth Are Ivory 

Towers" is both Empson's defense of his clotted type of 

poetry and Empson's criticism of the critics, particularly 

the moral critics like F. R. Leavis. "Ignorance of Death" 

partially explains the targets for criticism used in "Miss

ing Dates," Empson's other poem about death. The morbidity 

of religion is shown by its "civilising love of death" and 

the way "Buddhists and Christians contrive to agree about 

death / Making death their ideal basis for different ideals." 

"Reflection From Anita Loos" is a jarring mixture of 

comedy and intense anger, and is written in villanelle form. 

One may say that Empson reserves his fiercest sword thrusts 

at religion for use in this form, because each line is fol

lowed by a full pause, and each stanza repeats one of the 

two major thematic lines. "No man is sure he does not need 
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to climb" opens the poem, and is a highly ambiguous state

ment until further clarification is added. What is apparent 

is that man is in some lower state contemplating a higher 

one, though the trick of the poem is in showing that this 

lower state refers to what man would call the higher, spiri

tual. Christian state. 

"It is not human to feel safely placed" seems to follow 

aphorism with aphorism, except that the second aphorism adds 

another meaning to the word "climb": to go out on a limb. 

The third line, glossed in the notes as being from Gentlemen 

Prefer Blondes, refers to Dorothy's reaction when she saw 

Louie in spats: "Fun's fun, but a girl can't laugh all the 

time." Added to the poem, it becomes apparent that there is 

something ludicrous about not wanting to feel safely placed. 

Applied to religion and politics, this would mean that Man 

is not satisfied unless he is in continual danger of going 

to hell, and that Man is not ambitious enough to want to 

change his often oppressing political conditions. 

The next two tercets amplify this idea: though they 

are wrecked by religious and political games, men are not 

willing to take the step upward and out of the abyss. 

"Climb" acquires an added ambiguity, because in the first 

stanza it seems better not to climb at all, and remain safely 

placed. Here it seems necessary for men to climb, because 

they should not passively accept the conditions in the abyss. 

Perhaps that is why "no man is sure." 
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"Love" that rules the world refers to the religion of 

Love, Christianity, here equated with being "rude" or 

"slime": 

Love rules the world but is it rude, or slime? 
All nasty things are sure to be disgraced. 
A girl can't go on laughing all the time. 

"All nasty things are sure to be disgraced" seems straight

forward enough until we realize that the word "nasty" is a 

highly subjective term that, twisted to fit a world where 

Love is rude or slime, can result in a great deal of perse

cution. Empson's word placement here suggests that only 

the girl knows what Love really is, and that passionate love 

may be rude, but religious love is slime. The initial ques

tion, though, raises the possibility that Empson may be 

unsure about the placement of religious love. 

The following tercet contains the line that dispels all 

doubts as to the poet's intent: 

Christ stinks of torture who was caught in lime. 
No star he aimed at is entirely waste. 
No man is sure he does not need to climb. 

Apart from being one of Empson's most controversial lines, 

that first line is also one of his strongest, both in lan

guage and in thought, and appears to be taken straight from 

Milton's God. This tercet is also Empson's strongest show 

of sympathy for Jesus. Of this section Empson himself says: 

Anyway the religion of love produced appalling 
cruelties when made a government institution, 
but it seems arguable that the ideas of Jesus 
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himself got fatally connected under the stress 
of persecution with the official and money-
making cult of blood sacrifice, which he had 
tried to combat. ("Notes," p. 114) 

This passage could have been lifted directly out of Milton's 

God, which in fact wouldn't be published for another twenty-

one years. 

The following line shows that no goal that Christ set 

for himself was entirely a waste of time, that he shed light 

upon every subject he dealt with. Empson did in fact respect 

Jesus highly, though Roger Sale exaggerates this fact when 

18 he calls Jesus Empson's "Hero." This respect for Jesus 

only intensified his hatred for God the Father, and made 

him later recall Shelley's remark that no man of honour 

could go to heaven, because the more he reverenced the Son 

who endured, "the more he must execrate the Father who was 

satisfied by his pain" (Milton's God, p. 250). The reader 

is therefore expected to react to "Christ stinks of torture" 

as strongly as the line is worded, and through sympathy for 

the Son feel anger towards the Father. 

The final two tercets move back into the political 

arena, with the feminist line: "Gentlemen prefer bound 

feet and the wasp waist." The "girl can't go on laughing" 

line that follows makes this absurd conception seem even 

more absurd. The "million gambits for a mime" is a clever 

line, with "gambits" meaning both the sacrifices for a system 
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and the underhanded maneuvers that make up the system; both 

constitute the farce, or illusion, of the "mime," which can 

be seen as referring to Christianity. "Climb" is still 

ambiguous at the end of the poem, but the positive semantic 

associations outweigh the negative, particularly when the 

abyss consists of such social systems. Empson in this poem 

sees a civilization dominated by religion and politics as a 

primitive civilization, with much growth and development 

lying ahead. His anger towards Christianity is such that 

he is forced to hope that such a religion will be only an 

early stage in the development of something better. 

The tone of this poem may not be wholly consistent, but 

it is part of an interesting fluctuation between the comedy 

of politics and the tragedy of religion. The section of the 

poem that deals with politics and political systems is either 

lightly ironic or condescending. The religious discussion, 

however, is strongly worded and tinged with the bitterness 

that would be the trademark of the controversial chapter on 

Christianity in Milton's God. 

IX 

Empson in 1947 returned to his university post in 

Peking, having published only one poem, "Sonnet," since the 

appearance in 1940 of The Gathering Stonn; his criticism 

during the same period of time focused mainly upon Japanese 

and Chinese subjects. Life at the Chinese university was 
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not quite the same on-the-run adventure, but here Empson was 

once again away from England and therefore not compelled to 

criticize the Church. Still, that one poem, published in 

1942 in Poetry, is interesting when Empson's religious 

catchwords are kept in mind. 

At first glance the sonnet seems to be concerned with 

the prospect of machine-like uniformity as opposed to the 

stubbornness and endurance of human diversity, a theme simi

lar to that of "Rolling the Lawn." The first stanza states 

the theme in terms that gather strength until the powerful 

last line: 

Not wrongly moved by this dismaying scene 
The thinkers like the nations getting caught 
Joined in the organising that they fought 

To scorch all earth of all but one machine. 

One is more inclined to think of bombs, intellectuals, and 

King Amanullah than of religion, were it not for the word 

"scorch" and the accent given that word. "Part of Mandevil's 

Travels" may come to mind at this point, with its concern for 

the evils of England's guns and the scorched land of Chris

tian Paradise, but the target of this poem is more inclusive, 

namely, those intellectuals allied in groups who would impose 

their own strangling restrictions rather than fight the re

strictions strangling them. The specific reference here may 

be to those supporting the cause of Hitler, but the Chris

tian image of the stake and its flames fits as well. In the 

third stanza, Empson attempts optimism: 
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A more heartening fact about the cultures of man 
Is their appalling stubbornness. 

Here the given accent is upon "appalling"; Milton's God will 

resound like an echo chamber with this word. Still, even if 

there are holy rollers or those who prefer to roll tanks, 

the optimism here is that the other side may have a bit of 

its own flattening power. The poem's final lines indicate 

that Empson's optimism may have been only momentary: 

The pygmy plan 
Is one note each and the tune goes out free. 

In the "anthropological circus" of this stanza, each group 

"riotously holds open all its booths," and the political and 

religious collectivism (with polling as well as confessional 

"booths") will insist upon each separate note joining to 

form the national anthem. There is a fear in this poem, a 

fear that was expressed in "Reflection From Anita Loos," 

that the oppression of religion and politics may be a natural 

outgrowth of human character. Empson is finding out, to his 

discomfort, that the appalling tendencies of Christianity 

may well be universal tendencies that are found in all orga

nized disciplines; only the worst kind of despair can come 

from this type of discovery. The "Fire Sermon" may yet be 

proved true. At this stage, Empson's attitude toward reli

gion is a resigned poetic despair which will soon extin

guish his poetry altogether; with no poetry left in him, 

with nothing to celebrate or sing about, he will be left 
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with the proper home for a renewed burst of anger: his 

criticism. 

Empson's departure for China in 1947 diverted his 

obsessions into another channel, for in 1948 Empson pub

lished "The Structure of Complex Words" in Sewanee Review 

(April), a start that would end in 1951 with publication 

of his longest book. The Structure of Complex Words. 

Difficult to understand, this work is not without its 

pokes at religion; for instance, in his discussion of 

Shakespeare's Measure For Measure, Empson remarks that 

"the whole development of Puritanism can be viewed as a 

consequence of the introduction of syphilis" (p. 287) . 

Discussing Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, 

he does a bit of summarizing when he says that "the triumph 

of religion had already destroyed the elegance of civiliza

tion and made it barbaric" (p. 367), and then adds that 

"the barbarians came in, and naturally they were at home 

with religious enthusiasm; the collapse of civilization 

indeed had already made the citizens of the empire barbaric, 

therefore they felt religious." Empson uses religious 

terminology repeatedly as a source for his complex words; 

he doesn't fail to mention the pious in his chapter on "The 

Primitive Mind." All these pokes aside. The Structure of 

Complex Words reveals its author as a man in a state of com

posure, but in his poetry, all of his conflicts come to a 

head. 
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Between 1947 and 1953, when Empson returned to England 

once more, only two new poems and one translated fragment 

saw pxiblication; of the two original poems, one was a light, 

occasional piece entitled "Thanks For the Wedding Present" 

which was probably written much earlier, after Empson's 

marriage of 1941. The other original poem, "Let It Go," 

did just that: for Empson published no further poetry. 

"Let It Go" seems to show the poet in a state of con

fusion when his ambiguities have turned against him: 

It is this deep blankness is the real thing strange. 
The more things happen to you the more you can't 
Tell or remember even what they were. 

The contradictions cover such a range. 
The talk would talk and go so far aslant. 
You don't want madhouse and the whole thing there. 

Christopher Ricks, in an interview with Empson, introduced 

the poem into discussion: 

I think 'Let It Go' is good because, where every
body else is saying it's our duty to go mad, and 
be Christ, and take the whole burden of the world 
on our shoulders, and so on—what you say is that 
it's our duty not to go mad, but, on the contrary, 
rather quietly to try and make things better. 

Empson remarks that "I'm liable to go mad as the next man. 

I'd certainly insist that it's rather lucky I preserved my 

sanity. I don't deny that the prospects of horror are always 

fairly large." This negatively charged statement seems to 

fit the poem much more accurately than Ricks' whimsical 

interpretation, though Ricks is right in that the threat of 

madness stems from contradictions of a religious nature. If 
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one views Empson's poetry as a continuing theological dis

pute that attempts to make sense of what Christians merely 

accept through the "leap of faith," then one can see this 

poem as calling for a halt in the progress of the dispute 

because trying to analyze religion logically can lead only 

to madness. Colin Falck sums up the poem's argument as: 

"You cannot do this whole thing with the intellect. "^^ 

How does this "whole thing" connect to the approach 

taken in Milton's God? The answer probably lies in Empson's 

alteration of his search for religious contradictions; his 

poetry, while seeming to criticize the nature of Christian 

dogma, has always used scientific terminology to suggest 

that science and rationalism may provide a suitable substi

tute, because it is free from such tortuous and absurd con

tradiction. In Milton's God, on the other hand, there is 

no alternative provided; no alternative is even suggested; 

instead, there is a ruthless isolation of contradictions 

that leaves the reader lost in the muddle that results. 

Resolution is abandoned, and science is not there to take 

its place. 

In "Ignorance of Death," Empson said that death was the 

one subject he was prepared to be blank upon; since then 

those horizons have been widened, and include religion and 

poetry as well. The Far East seemed to lower Empson from 

the heights of poetry, through the welter of Christianity, 
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and down to the blankness that borders on despair. Many 

critics of Milton's God claimed that the border has finally 

been crossed. 

X 

Empson returned to England in 1953 and became Professor 

of English Literature at Sheffield University; between then 

and 1961 he contributed to a Masque, "The Birth of Steel," 

performed when Queen Elizabeth visited Sheffield in 1954; 

he added a translation of "The Fire Sermon" to his Collected 

Poems, published in 1955, the prefatory piece maintaining 

that all existence, even in heaven, is inherently evil. 

Christopher Ricks believes that the despair evident in "The 

Fire Sermon," though not wholly subscribed to by Empson, was 

what finally caused the poet to cease writing poems alto

gether (pp. 159-160) . 

"The Birth of Steel" is not very accomplished, but it 

does give rise to some images frightening in their insensi-

tivity. An Alchemist, standing before a furnace, decides 

that gold is not satisfactory for his conjuring: 

I, with deeper learning, know that wealth 
On steel, not fickle gold, must founded be. 

After lengthy incantations, a Devil appears who causes 

a sword removed from the furnace to crumble. The Alchemist 

continues, saying "It is essential that I conquer steel." 

Then Minerva appears, probably representing the Queen, and 
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foils the Devil by insuring that when the sword is next 

pulled from the furnace, it is made of steel. A chorus of 

men and women conclude: 

Puddling iron, blending steel. 
Turn the fire on to anneal 
What you feel about the siren; 
Blending steel, 

puddling iron, 
ROLLING STEEL. 

The Devil may have been beaten, but what wins out? Recall

ing Empson's "Rolling the Lawn" may cause the reader to 

wonder if perhaps Empson was the only collaborator who knew 

exactly what was intended by the final line. Either way, 

Empson structured his Collected Poems so that this would be 

his "last word" in the language of poetry. The roller of 

conformity has won out at last. 



CHAPTER THREE 

"IT IS THE PAIN, IT IS THE PAIN, ENDURES" 

Eventually Empson's criticism acquired the bite that 

would make Milton's God so controversial. He tried to 

establish, against heavy textual odds, "the earlier, more 

libertine versions of Donne's poems," according to Christo

pher Norris (p. 4). After the publication of Milton's God, 

Empson turned to Coleridge, and tried to justify the omis

sion of the "pious marginal glosses" to Coleridge's Rime of 

the Ancient Mariner (Norris, p. 4). The intention of his 

essays was to show that, for various authors, religion was 

a torment to their moral conscience. Beginning with Hopkins, 

Empson moved on to Donne in 1957, Milton in 1958, Coleridge 

in 1964, and Dryden in 1970, in studies that show little of 

his former objectivity. 

Although Empson had lost much of this objectivity by 

the time he began seriously studying Milton, he never lost 

his readability; in fact, Milton's God is pleasantly acces

sible in both language and style, even while Empson assails 

the "Neo-Christian" critics, particularly Hugh Kenner, 

Rosamond Tuve, and C. S. Lewis. 

As Christopher Norris points out, in Milton's God "God 

stands trial for his intentions—the indefinite punishment 
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of all mankind for one trivial misdeed—precisely insofar 

as he ignored or misconstrued the intentions of Adam and 

Eve" (p. 139). Empson himself asserts, in Milton's God, 

that God gave Satan good reason to revolt, by raising him

self and the Son above the rest of the angels; and the fact 

that a third of the angels revolted must indicate something 

wrong having been committed by God. Quoting Herbert Grier-

son, Empson explains: 

If the third part of a school or college or nation 
broke into rebellion we should be driven, or 
strongly disposed, to suspect some mismanagement 
by the supreme powers. (Milton's God, p. 95) 

Empson doesn't stop here; and he ends his chapter on "Heaven" 

with this impression of Milton's God: 

The picture of God in the poem, including perhaps 
even the high moments when he speaks of the end, 
is astonishingly like Uncle Joe Stalin; the same 
patience under an appearance of roughness, the 
same flashes of joviality, the same thorough 
unscrupulousness, the same real bad temper. 

(p. 146) 

Even then, Empson isn't satisfied with mere comments 

upon God in Paradise Lost; he generalizes upon Christianity 

and its tortures. His most controversial chapter, called 

simply "Christianity," drops the barriers of decorum: 

Christianity has always needed to be kept at bay, 
by people with civilized consciences. Gallantly 
determined to fight 'materialism', neo-Christians 
tend to appear quaintly savage, (p. 230) 

[When] Parliament decided to exclude from England 
the American Horror Comics for Children . . . a 
leading Church of England scholar remarked jovially 
that the kids could get quite enough sadism from 
Christianity anyway, (p. 231) 
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[With] Stalin's betrayal of the Left . . . Com
munism had nearly got back to being as bad as 
Christianity. Communism had no need to do this, 
not being a system of torture-worship, (p. 2 35) 

Among the various universal religions . . . 
Christianity is the only one which ratted on 
the progress, the only one which dragged back 
the Neolithic craving for human sacrifice into 
its basic structure, (p. 241) 

Empson becomes a bit more personal here: 

. . . no good mode of life is secure unless its 
participants are ready to make sacrifices for 
it. For example, I ought to let the Christians 
burn me alive rather than pretend to accept 
their evil belief, (p. 242) 

It may thus seem trivial of me to have begun 
this book by saying that the reason why the poem 
is so good is that it makes God so bad. (p. 275) 

These quotations constitute only a small salvo of the over

whelming cannonade that Empson lets loose; the reader who 

has followed Empson's poetry from start to finish may con

clude that this view of Christianity as "torture-worship" 

has been budding and blossoming since "The Ants." What is 

surprising is to realize that Empson may in fact be strongly 

attracted to religion, and fascinated by its saints, martyrs, 

and messiahs, and that his attacks may be partially motivated 

by the desire to defend the small amount of good from the 

overwhelming bad. 

II 

In The Structure of Complex Words, Empson states that 

religion "places the values of passive submission to authority 
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above those of human fulfillment and self-realization" 

(p. 91). Certainly Empson's childhood was dominated by 

religious authority, manifest in both the dogma and the 

preachers of that dogma; most English children went through 

such a childhood. What set Empson apart from other English 

children was the seed of rebellion planted in the poet, 

largely because his natural questioning of this authority 

was met with either intolerance or evasive answers. Since 

much of religious authority was based upon creeds that were 

full of contradictions, like the Creed of St. Athanasius, 

Empson turned away from this authority and sought another, 

which he found in science. Science was logical, operated 

in a rational manner, and seemed to be much more efficient 

than religion, which was largely irrational, and put its 

subjects under the rule of an irrational entity. Further

more, while much religious dogma struck Empson as destruc

tive of human happiness, science seemed to promise an 

efficient way to human happiness through progress and tech

nology. This positive attitude toward science may be found 

in most of his poetry, particularly in his early poems; 

science was dealt with approvingly, while religion was only 

joked about. Poems such as "The Ants" and "Rolling the 

Lawn" particularly belittled men for taking religion so 

seriously. 

A second reaction Empson had to religious authority was 

sympathy for those who rebelled against it. One of his 
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early heroes was Shelley, whom he wrote about extensively 

throughout his life; later his hero was Milton's Satan, whom 

he championed in spite of controversy and attacks from 

critics. In Milton's God Empson seems to be emulating his 

heroes, openly defying Christianity and those who believe 

in it; his major self-appointed role, however, is as a rebel 

against tyrannical authority, particularly that authority 

held by the Christian God. Like Shelley's Prometheus and 

Milton's Satan, Empson is the religious revolutionary trying 

to overthrow a divine oppressor. Most of Empson's later 

poetry embodies this rebelliousness, an attitude that in

creases in intensity until the poetic urge is destroyed 

completely. His translation, "The Small Bird to the Big," 

forces the reader to identify with the small bird, then 

fear and despise the larger bird identified with the Church 

and the Christian God. "Bacchus," his longest poem dealing 

with religion, evokes sympathy from the reader for both 

Prometheus and Semele, who are mercilessly tortured by a 

cruel Jupiter. "Reflection From Anita Loos" is Empson's 

direct appeal to the reader to execrate the Father whose 

Son "stinks of torture," and the language conveys the 

poet's intense hatred, at its peak in this poem. With "Let 

It Go," this hatred has turned poetry into a madhouse, and 

the poetry is, after this poem, abandoned. 

As "Reflections From Anita Loos" also suggests, Empson 

saw Christianity as a religion striving towards subjectivity 
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(emphasis upon the individual), yet saw the Christian sacri

fice of Jesus as a negative extreme of objectivity (sacri

fice of the individual for the good of the race), due to 

the carryover of the Old Testament God into New Testament 

subjectivity. "Bacchus" mingles the pagan Jupiter with 

John of the New Testament, the cruelty of the old ways with 

the attempt to change them into something new; of course, 

the old ways of cruel Jupiter prevail. This attitude indi

cates that Empson was never totally against religion, but 

against the irrationally authoritative part of it, repre

sented by God the Father. "This Last Pain" presents men 

being burned at the stake for contradictory reasons imag

ined by deluded Christian zealots, while "Homage to the 

British Museum" presents a "supreme God" that is no more 

than a hollow toad in a museum, though it is responsible 

for the fate of nations. Religious power is shown to be of 

great harm to men when it is left to an irrational deity 

and his earthly representatives. 

Amid the "outrages" of Milton's God, where Empson vents 

his anger at this irrationality, he strikes a very different 

note: 

While at school I was made to read Ecce Homo by 
Sir John Seeley (1866), a life of Jesus which 
explains that, when he was confronted with the 
woman taken in adultery and wrote with his finger 
in the sand, he was merely doodling to hide his 
blushes; then the book makes some arch comments 
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on his sexual innocence, as if by Barrie about 
Peter Pan. I thought this in such bad taste 
as to be positive blasphemous, which rather 
surprised me as I did not believe in the re
ligion, (pp. 106-7) 

One might say that it is very difficult to conceive of a 

man who despises Christianity and its stories, miracles, 

saints, devils, and gods, yet devotes more than half his 

pages and poems to the very things he hates, but if one 

sees a parallel between Empson's interest in Milton's Satan 

and Milton's interest in Satan, or between Empson's inter

est in Milton's Satan and Shelley's interest in Prometheus, 

one may conclude that Empson's interest in religion is based 

not only upon the "opposites attract" adage, but upon his 

desire to further a cause of rebellion against irrational 

authority. Whether Empson did or did not manage to convince 

anyone of his position regarding "torture-worship," he did 

win respect, in a sense, for his lack of timidity in advo

cating his theses and propositions. Francis Berry, in his 

poem "William Empson," summed up the critical reaction to 

Milton's God this way: 

'Look 
What he said about Him in his Milton." 
And while they're busying the pages of that book. 
Wing-fanning them over, 
'We're lucky to have had him,' conclude. 
'For, about that unfortunate image of God, 
This one cared.' 
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